SMOS Sea Surface Salinity signals of tropical instability waves
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Abstract

Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) measurements from the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission provide an unprecedented opportunity to observe the salinity structure of tropical instability waves (TIWs) from space, especially during the intense 2010 La Niña condition. In the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean, SMOS SSS signals correlate well and have similar amplitude to 1 m salinity from the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array at six locations with strong TIW signals. At these locations, the linear negative relationships between SMOS SSS and OSTIA SST signals vary from $-0.20 \degree C^{-1}$ to $-0.25 \degree C^{-1}$, which are comparable to the ones obtained from TAO. From June to December 2010, the largest TIW signals and meridional gradients of both SSS and SST appear around 2$^\circ$N west of 100$^\circ$W. They shift southward and cross the equator at 90$^\circ$W. In addition to the large negative correlation band around 2$^\circ$N, a band of negative correlations between SSS and SST signals also exists around 8$^\circ$N for the 33 day signals. The peak amplitude of the 33 day SMOS SSS signals west of 135$^\circ$W is reduced by $\approx$40% with respect to values east of 135$^\circ$W, while the reduction for SST is much lower ($\sim$20%). The amplitudes and longitudinal extents of TIW signals and the dominant westward propagation speed of 17 day TIWs (as detected by SMOS and Aquarius) at the equator decrease from 2010 to 2013 associated with the transition from a strong La Niña to non-La Niña conditions.

1. Introduction

In both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, a tongue of cold surface water usually extends from the continental margins westward along the equator during non-El Niño conditions. This “cold tongue” consists of water upwelled from the thermocline, and is surrounded by warmer tropical surface waters on both sides of the equator. Tropical instability waves (TIWs) are a phenomenon in which the interface between areas of warm and cold Sea Surface Temperatures (SST) near the equator forms a regular pattern of westward propagating waves [Legeckis and Reverdin, 1986; Chelton et al., 2000]. They are caused by barotropic and baroclinic instability associated with the meridional and vertical shear between the westward-flowing South Equatorial Current and the eastward flowing Equatorial Undercurrent and Equatorial Countercurrent [Masina et al., 1999; Grodsky et al., 2005; Willett et al., 2006]. The shear at the northern edge of the cold tongues is stronger than at the southern edge [Jochum and Murtugudde, 2006], resulting in stronger TIWs in the north. TIW amplitudes have a largest amplitude between June and November [Polito et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2000]. They are also larger during La Niña conditions when the cold tongue and the related current shear are more intense than those during a normal year. TIWs are found to play important roles in mixing and cross-equator transport of sea water [Jochum and Murtugudde, 2006; Menkes et al., 2006], the modulation of the heat budget of the ocean mixed layer [Swenson and Hansen, 1999; Vialard et al., 2003], air-sea coupling [Liu et al., 2000; Yu and Liu, 2003], and marine biogeochemistry [Boutin et al., 1999; Gorgues et al., 2005; Evans et al., 2009].

TIWs generally fall into two categories. The first one has periods around 15–23 days, is most prominent in meridional current velocity, and has been observed within a few degrees of the equator [Qiao and Weisberg, 1995; Kennan and Flament, 2000; Lyman et al., 2007]. The second one has periods around 1 month and has been observed in sea surface height, thermocline depth, velocity, and subsurface temperature centered about 5$^\circ$N [Kennan and Flament, 2000; Lyman et al., 2007; Shinoda et al., 2009]. The dominant phase speeds of TIWs range between 0.3 and 1.0 m/s in the Pacific Ocean [Qiao and Weisberg, 1995; Chelton et al., 2000]. TIWs have been detected in the atmospheric boundary layer and modulations of ocean surface wind stress as observed by scatterometers [Liu et al., 2000; Polito et al., 2001; Yu and Liu, 2003]. The TIW pattern is also identifiable in chlorophyll a (chl a) [Strutton et al., 2001; McClain et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2012].
Most of these earlier analyses disregarded salinity. Grodsky et al. [2005] have analyzed mooring data in the tropical Atlantic Ocean and shown that TIW induced temperature variations are accompanied by out-of-phase salinity variations. The spatial and temporal variabilities of ocean surface salinity in the tropical eastern and central Pacific Ocean are poorly known mostly because in situ salinity observations are sparse. With the advent of satellite salinity measurements, it is now possible to analyze the salinity signal associated with TIWs [Lee et al., 2012]. This provides a significant new capability to the scope of TIW observations that has important implications to ocean circulation and climate [Lagerloef, 2008]. Lee et al. [2012] have studied the TIWs from September to December 2012 using Aquarius Sea Surface Salinity (SSS). Major results in that study are: (1) Different from SST and sea surface height anomaly, where the largest signals of TIWs are found a few degrees north of the equator, the SSS signature of TIWs is strongest near the equator. (2) The magnitude of SSS anomaly associated with TIWs is approximately 0.5 (larger in the east and smaller in the west). (3) The 17 day TIWs at the equator have a 1 m/s dominant phase speed and the 33 day TIWs have a 0.5 m/s dominant phase speed. Due to the limited period of that study, it could not look at interannual variations of TIWs. This is one of the topics to be addressed by the present study.

The European Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite, launched in November 2009, has been providing global monitoring of SSS since January 2010. It offers an unprecedented opportunity to study the salinity signal and propagation associated with TIWs during recent years. SMOS and Aquarius missions monitor SSS in different ways. Aquarius is a combined active/passive L-band microwave instrument [Yueh et al., 2013], whereas SMOS is an interferometric L-band microwave radiometer. Although TIWs have been studied using Aquarius SSS [Lee et al., 2012], the capability of monitoring TIWs from SMOS is not known a priori even though SMOS characteristics suggest good feasibility (e.g., 43 × 43 km spatial resolution, 1200 km swath and 3 day revisit sampling). Also, the SMOS mission offers an unprecedented opportunity to monitor the intense 2010 La Niña condition which was missed by the Aquarius mission launched 1 year later in June 2011. Furthermore, how well SMOS detects TIWs, especially in comparison with TAO mooring data, needs to be documented and demonstrated. Here we use SMOS data to provide an analysis of space-borne SSS signal associated with TIWs in the tropical Pacific Ocean, aided by a characterization of TIWs using satellite-derived SST. To complement the previous studies, we also investigate the correlation between space-borne measurements of SSS and SST in terms of phase and magnitude. Data and methods are described in section 2, results are presented in section 3, and summarized and discussed in section 4.

2. Data Description and Methods

SMOS level 3 SSS maps (combined ascending and descending orbits) averaged with 10 day, 100 × 100 km² running windows and sampled daily over a 0.25° × 0.25° grid have been generated at Laboratoire d’Oceanographie et du Climat: Experimentation et Approches Numeriques (LOCEAN) [http://catds.ifremer.fr/Products/Available-products-from-CEC-OS/Loccean-v2013] [Boutin et al., 2013; Yin et al., 2012a]. These products are built from ESA level 2 SSS. Contrary to the Centre Aval de Traitement des Données SMOS (CATDS) Expertise Centers (CEC) Institut français de recherche pour l’exploitation de la mer (IFREMER) products [Reul and Tenerelli, 2011], they do not contain any relaxation to climatology which may reduce the TIW signature. Indeed, tests performed with CATDS CEC-IFREMER products show peak-to-peak amplitudes of SSS TIW signals much lower than the ones shown in this paper. SMOS SSS is not used before June 2010 due to the variable configurations for testing the functionalities of the instrument and low-level procedures for data acquisition and handling during In-Orbit Commissioning Phase [Corbella et al., 2011].

We also use daily SST from the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) produced on an operational basis at the UK Met Office using optimal interpolation on a global 0.054° grid [Donlon et al., 2012]. The SST maps were resampled over the same 0.25° × 0.25° grid as the SSS maps. Near 5°N, the SMOS SSS vortices associated with TIWs are well observed together with clockwise rotating patterns of currents taken from Ocean Surface Current Analyses-Real time (OSCAR) [Bonjean and Lagerloef, 2002] (Figure 1a). The combined action of sets of tropical instability vortices (TIVs) is likely to generate the cusp-shaped TIW patterns both in the SMOS SSS and the OSTIA SST (Figures 1a and 1b). The SSS cusps are particularly noticeable in the northern hemisphere, with the northward higher SSS cusps coinciding with that of the lower SST (supporting information SSS_SST_animation.swf).
As the periods generally associated with TIWs are <50 days, SSS and SST signals with periods longer than 50 days, in particular the seasonal variability, are removed by 50 day high-pass (50d-HP) filtering. Then SSS and SST signals associated with TIWs are isolated using both 28–40 day band-pass filtering (referred to as 33 day) and 13–22 day band-pass (17 day) filtering, corresponding to 33 and 17 day periods, respectively. The results are robust and remain unchanged when we slightly alter the period bands (as, for example, 45 or 55 day high-pass, and 25–40 day or 10–25 day band pass).

Data from the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) mooring array are also used in this analysis. They include SSS and SST daily data at 1 m depth from June to December 2010. TAO SSS and SST are filtered using the same high-pass filtering and band-pass filtering as previously described. Filtered TAO data are then compared with SMOS SSS and OSTIA SST signals associated with TIWs. Six moorings, with time series longer than 100 days from June to December 2010 and with peak amplitude of 33 day SSS signals larger than 0.1, are selected for comparisons (Table 1). Only high quality flagged (flag = 1) TAO SSS and SST [Henocq et al., 2010] are used for analysis. Dubious TAO SSS at 140°W, 2°N from mid-September to December 2010 are also removed. At 140°W, 0°N, we observe a systematic positive bias between TAO SSS at 1 and 20 m depth, which increases from 0.2 in early June to 0.4 in late September, and then becomes roughly stationary till late November and disappears on 27 November when the mooring has been replaced. The Array for Real-Time Geostrophic Oceanography (ARGO) SSS measured at 5 m depth collocated with a radius of 50 km and ±5 days with the mooring are consistent with TAO SSS at 20 m depth. After 27 November, TAO SSS at 1 and 20 m depths and ARGO SSS are very consistent. Hence, before 27 November, we have adjusted the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Correlation Coefficients r Between Filtered SMOS SSS and TAO SSS (the 95% Significant Values are Indicated in Bold Italics), Peak Amplitude of SMOS SSS Signals and STD Ratios of SMOS SSS Signals to That of TAO SSS Signals*</th>
<th>33 Day Band Pass</th>
<th>17 Day Band Pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mooring</td>
<td>Number of SSS</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95W, 0N</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110W, 2N</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110W, 0N</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125W, 0N</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140W, 2N</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140W, 0N</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Only moorings with time series longer than 100 days from June to December 2010 and with peak amplitude of SSS 33 day signals larger than 0.1 are selected.
TAO SSS at 1 m depth to TAO SSS at 20 m depth, considering days with no SST stratification to estimate the biases and assuming that the biases evolve linearly in time.

The 7 day maps of version 2.0, level 3, Aquarius SSS data based on the Combined Active Passive (CAP) retrieval algorithm [Yueh et al., 2013] are used for the comparison between SMOS and Aquarius SSS from September 2011 to June 2013.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison Between SMOS and TAO Filtered Signals

Figure 2 shows a comparison between SMOS and TAO SSS filtered signals at 95°W, 0°N from June to December 2010. The agreement is quite good at 95°W, 0°N for both period bands. Table 1 reports the correlation coefficients between the SMOS and TAO SSS filtered signals, together with the peak amplitudes of SMOS SSS filtered signals and the ratios of the standard deviation (STD) of SMOS versus TAO SSS filtered signals, for the equatorial mooring presented in Figure 2 and for five other mooring locations within the region of 110°W–140°W, 2°N–0°N (squares in Figure 1b). SMOS level 3 SSS maps are averaged with a 10 day running window, the time span of which is close to 17 day. The SMOS 17 day signal is therefore expected to be more influenced by this time averaging than the 33 day signal. Hence, only moorings with time series longer than 100 days from June to December 2010 and with peak amplitude of SSS 33 day signals larger than 0.1 are selected. The correlation coefficients for the 33 day filtered series are higher, exceeding 0.90 except for the mooring at 140°W, 0°N that was bias corrected (without bias correction the correlation coefficient was 0.27) (Table 1). The STD ratios depend on the location. However, apart from the TAO mooring at 140°W, 0°N, the ratios are all above 1, indicating a stronger variability for SMOS SSS than for TAO SSS for this period band. The highest STD ratio of 2.58 is found at 110°W, 0°N whereas the ratio of the STD of OSTIA to TAO SST filtered signals is also high, being 2.20 (Table 2). For the 33 day signals, the variability in OSTIA SST is stronger than in TAO SST (i.e., STD ratio above 1) for all six moorings (Table 2). For the 17 day SSS filtered signal, the correlations vary from 0.67 to 0.91. The STD ratios ranging from 0.93 to 1.40 indicate a rather similar variability shown by SMOS and TAO, except again at the westernmost location 140°W, 0°N where the SMOS variability is lower than that of the TAO SSS. However, STD ratios of OSTIA versus TAO SST filtered signals are also lower than 1 at the two moorings located at 95°W, 0°N and 140°W, 0°N (Table 2). SMOS SSS estimates SSS in the top centimeter of the ocean and OSTIA merges satellite SST from different sensors which skin depths

Table 2. Correlation Coefficients $r$ Between Filtered OSTIA SST and TAO SST (the 95% Significant Values are Indicated in Bold Italics), Peak Amplitude of OSTIA SST Signals and STD Ratios of OSTIA SST Signals to that of TAO SST Signals$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mooring</th>
<th>Number of SST</th>
<th>33 Day Band Pass</th>
<th>17 Day Band Pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Amplitude (°C)</td>
<td>STD Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95W, 0N</td>
<td>136</td>
<td><strong>0.99</strong></td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110W, 2N</td>
<td>131</td>
<td><strong>0.89</strong></td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110W, 0N</td>
<td>141</td>
<td><strong>0.93</strong></td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125W, 0N</td>
<td>199</td>
<td><strong>0.97</strong></td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140W, 2N</td>
<td>107</td>
<td><strong>0.99</strong></td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140W, 0N</td>
<td>196</td>
<td><strong>0.98</strong></td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The same moorings as Table 1 are used.
vary from hundreds of microns to few tenths of centimeters and in situ temperature from drifting and moored buoys at different depths, whereas TAO data are measured at 1 m depth. So, differences between SMOS SSS and TAO SSS and between OSTIA SST and TAO SST may be partly due to vertical dynamics of the upper-ocean, air-sea flux, and data sampling.

In the following, we examine the SSS-SST relation depicted by the satellite data (SMOS and OSTIA) and by the TAO data by combining the data from the six mooring locations discussed previously (Table 1) from June to December 2010. Scatterplots of SSS versus SST filtered signals are presented for the different filters both for the satellite data and the TAO data (Figure 3). A linear relationship is seen in all scatter plots. For the 33 day period, the regression slope of the satellite data is $2.05 (\pm 0.11)$ $\times 10^{-3}/C$ whereas it is $2.04 (\pm 0.02)$ $\times 10^{-3}/C$ for the TAO moorings; for the 17 day period, the values are $2.00 (\pm 0.01)$ $\times 10^{-3}$ for the satellite data and for the TAO data, respectively. Therefore, the SSS-SST relation seen from the satellite data is consistent with that found from the TAO data.

3.2. The Propagation of TIWs in 2010

In this section, we focus the analysis on the June to December 2010 period. As seen previously, during this period, the tropical Pacific was characterized by a strong La Niña, providing favorable conditions for the occurrence of TIWs.

Mean meridional gradients of SSS and SST, $\partial S / \partial y$ and $\partial T / \partial y$, are crucial parameters for the detection of TIWs as the meridional movements associated with TIWs displace these mean gradients. Therefore, the association of SSS (SST) TIW signal with $\partial S / \partial y (\partial T / \partial y)$ is expected. Furthermore, the mean SSS and SST gradients together are associated with a mean meridional density gradient, which is the source, both of potential energy for baroclinic instabilities and of the strong shears that can cause barotropic instability [Masina et al., 1999; Grodsky et al., 2005; Willett et al., 2006]. In the Pacific, strong negative $\partial S / \partial y$ and positive $\partial T / \partial y$ north of the equator (Figures 4a and 4b) are associated with the SSS and SST fronts in the opposite direction that bracket the equatorial salty-cold tongue (Figure 1b). East of 100°W, the northern maximum meridional gradients of SSS and SST shift southward, crossing the equator at 90°W (Figures 4a and 4b). Meridional gradients of SSS and SST reduce sharply between 115°W and 135°W (Figure 4c).

Figures 5a–5d present the STDs for filtered SSS and SST for the two different period bands. Areas with large amplitudes of SSS and SST STDs (Figures 5a–5d) generally coincide with areas of large $\partial S / \partial y$ and $\partial T / \partial y$ (Figures 4a and 4b). The largest filtered SSS and SST signals appear around 2°N west of 100°W. They shift southward and cross the equator at 90°W following the northern SSS and SST meridional gradients all the way to the eastern boundary. These STDs associated with TIWs are stronger to the north of the equatorial cold tongues in the Pacific in association with stronger shear in the northern edge of the cold tongues [Jochum and Murtugudde, 2006].
SSS and SST filtered signals vary approximately out-of-phase (supporting information TIW_animation.swf). To further illustrate this out-of-phase relation, we show time series of the daily signals of SSS and SST at 120°W, 2°N using the three filters in Figure 6. The correlation coefficients between these SSS and SST filtered signals from June to December 2010 are displayed in Figure 7 over the eastern Pacific domain. An equatorially trapped band of negative correlations between SSS and SST signals appears just north of the equator west of 100°W and moves southward further east to cross the equator at 90°W. These patterns follow the SSS and SST meridional gradients (Figures 4a and 4b). The correlation of the 33 day SSS and SST signals is stronger than the 17 day ones.

The negative correlation coefficients between SMOS SSS and OSTIA SST indicate coherent physical processes that regulate the two variables. Advection of the equatorial upwelling plume by horizontal flows and related fluctuations in upwelling, vertical mixing, and entrainment can lead to opposite signals in SSS and SST. However, the discussion of SSS variations due to the vertical TIW-induced velocity is out of scope of this paper.

In addition to the equatorial large correlation band, a band of negative correlations also exists around 8°N west of 110°W for the 33 day signals (Figure 7a). The correlations in the region near 5°N between the two high-correlation bands are low (Figure 7a). Though the cusp-like shapes of low SST and high SSS are clearly observed near 8°N, it is more complicated with TIV cores centering near 5°N (Figure 1). TIVs have a complex three-dimensional circulation from the surface down to the thermocline [Kennan and Flament, 2000]. At the leading western edge of the vortex, the flow decelerates, resulting in convergence and downwelling [Menkes et al., 2002]. As the flow recirculates anticlockingly, upwelling occurs from the trailing east edge to the core of the vortex [Dutrieux et al., 2008]. Thus the simple correlation of cold SST and salty SSS associated with TIWs breaks down near this latitude.

On the longitude-time Hovmöller diagrams along 2°N of the various filtered SSS and SST signals (Figure 8), westward propagations are evident. However, these propagations are generally more pronounced and extend further west on SST than on SSS. The peak amplitude of the 33 day SMOS SSS signals west of 135°W is reduced by >40% with respect to values east of 135°W (Figure 5e), while the reduction is <20% for SST (Figure 5e). This indicates that the east-west contrasts of peak amplitudes of the 33 day SMOS SSS signals are stronger than in OSTIA SST filtered signals. This is likely due to the stronger east-west contrasts for the SSS meridional gradients than for the SST meridional gradients (Figure 4c). However, the east-west contrasts of peak amplitudes of the 17 day filtered SMOS SSS signals are similar to the 17 day filtered OSTIA SST.

**Figure 4.** The meridional gradients of (a) average SMOS SSS and (b) average OSTIA SST from June to December 2010 and (c) their gradients at 2°N versus longitude. Two dashed boxes ([0°N–4°N, 95°W–135°W] and [0°N–4°N, 135°W–160°W]) shown in Figure 4a are used for statistics in Table 3. Mean meridional gradients between 135°W and 160°W and between 135°W and 95°W at 2°N are listed in Figure 4c. Vertical dash lines in Figure 4c correspond to 135°W and 95°W.
signals (Figure 5f). This feature stands also for the equator (Figure 9). The linear fits of SSS and SST filtered signals and their correlation coefficients from June to December 2010, in the two rectangular regions east and west of 135°W shown in Figure 4a, are listed in Table 3. The magnitude of the fits and the correlation coefficients in the eastern box are higher than the values in the western boxes, partially due to the differences between the east-west contrast of peak amplitudes of SMOS SSS and OSTIA SST filtered signals.

The 33 day TIWs are dominant between 160°W and 110°W at 2°N. This can be seen in Figures 8a and 8c. A Radon transform estimate of the phase speed [Challenor et al., 2001] gives a dominant westward propagation of 0.6 m/s for these 33 day signals west of 110°W. This value is a widely reported one for TIW phase speed [Chelton et al., 2000; Polito et al., 2001]. Lyman et al. [2007] state that 33 day TIWs are not associated with a meridional velocity signal on the equator. Figures 9a and 9c, same as Figure 8 except that the equator is selected instead of 2°N, clearly show a reduced activity for these 33 day TIWs west of 110°W.

The dominant westward propagation speeds of 17 day filtered SSS and SST at 2°N are also about 0.6 m/s (Figures 8b and 8d), thus identical to the 33 day ones. These 17 and 33 day waves have almost identical phase speeds, which suggest they may arise from the same critical latitude.
[Yu et al., 1995; Proehl, 1996], for which zonal velocity equals the zonal phase speed.

At the equator, both SSS and SST 17 day signals show a faster propagation that is better described by a 1.5 m/s speed (Figures 9b and 9d) which is close to the second baroclinic mode Yanai wave phase speed of ~1.6 m/s [Shinoda, 2012]. In addition, the dominant westward propagation speeds of SSS and SST 17 day signals is 0.6 m/s at 4°N, whereas they are 1.5 m/s at 2°S (not shown). This is consistent with the 17 day TIWs characteristics, which are similar to equatorially trapped Yanai wave with maximum signals between 2°S and 2°N [Lyman et al., 2007; Shinoda, 2012]. At the equator, east of 120°W, the appearance of the fast 1.5 m/s westward 17 day propagations mostly occurs after July (Figures 8b, 8d, 9b, and 9d), at the same time as the appearance of the 33 days poleward propagation (see the latitude-time Hovmöller diagrams in Figure 10). The propagation speeds of 17 day signals reduce to 1.0 m/s at the equator from

Figure 7. The correlation coefficient between filtered SSS signals and SST signals for (a) 33 day and (b) 17 day from June to December 2010. The regions where the significant level of the correlation is lower than 95% are blanked out.

Figure 8. (a, b) Longitude-time Hovmöller diagram of the SSS and (c, d) SST signals at 2°N. The left and right columns correspond to 33 and 17 day signals, respectively. The propagation speeds of 0.6 m/s (dashed lines) are representative of the propagation speed for the 33 and 17 day signals.
September to December 2011. This period overlaps with the period of the study by Lee et al. [2012] who reported a 1 m/s speed of the 17 day TIWs near the equator using Aquarius data.

3.3. Seasonal Variation of TIWs

A 3 year longitude-time section in the eastern Pacific Ocean along 2°N clearly reveals westward propagations of SMOS SSS and OSTIA SST signals from 90°W to 160°W (Figure 11). The strength of these propagating signals varies seasonally and interannually. They are weaker or disappear during boreal spring (March to June period), and are much stronger during La Niña conditions, i.e., when the values of the NINO3 SST index are negative (the NINO3 region is defined in the caption of Figure 11). The 33 day SSS and SST signals appear together in time and approximately in the same regions (Figures 11c and 11f). The 17 day SSS signal is less clear than the SST counterpart (Figures 11d and 11g). The peak amplitude is ~0.5 for the SSS and 2°C for the SST. Superimposed on the seasonal variation of TIW strength are interannual variations. The amplitudes and longitudinal extents of SSS and SST signals decrease from 2010 to 2013 (Figures 11b–11g) associated with the transition from a strong La Niña to a moderate and a non-La Niña phase (see NINO3 indices in Figure 11a). The 33 day filtered SMOS SSS signals at the equator are not as strong as those at 2°N from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>33 Day Band Pass</th>
<th>17 Day Band Pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>Slope (1/°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0N–4N, 95W–135W</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0N–4N, 135W–160W</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2010 to 2013 (Figures 11f and 11j). However, the 17 day filtered SMOS SSS signals are stronger at the equator than at 2° N from 2010 to 2013 (Figures 11g and 11k). The latitude of maximum meridional gradients of SSS and hence SSS TIWs vary seasonally, with variations east of 100° W stronger than those west of 100° W while the latitude shifts between 1° S and 2° N at 85° W. West of 110° W, the dominant westward propagation speed of 17 day SSS TIW at the equator is approximately 1 m/s during a moderate La Niña phase from June to December 2011 (similar to the observation by Aquarius [Lee et al., 2012]) and is around 0.6 m/s during a non-La Niña phase from June to December 2012 (Figure 11k). In other words, west of 110° W, the dominant westward propagation speed of 17 day SSS TIWs in the second half of the year at the equator decreases from 1.5 to 1 m/s and to 0.6 m/s associated with the transition from a strong La Niña to moderate and non-La Niña conditions. On the contrary, the dominant westward propagation speeds of 17 day signals in the second half of the year at 2° N and 33 day signals at both the equator and 2° N west of 110° W remain very similar from 2010 to 2013 (Figures 11f, 11g, and 11j).

We then compared the 33 and 17 day SSS signals in SMOS and Aquarius at 2° N. They appear simultaneously in the same regions from September 2011 to June 2013, except that the peak amplitudes of Aquarius SSS signals (Figures 11h and 11i) are weaker than those of SMOS SSS (Figures 11f and 11g). This is likely due to lower spatial resolution and less frequent temporal samplings for the Aquarius satellite than for the SMOS satellite and the related spatial and temporal averaging during the generation of the level 3 maps.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The SMOS retrieval scheme uses first guess geophysical parameters. If the first guess, i.e., SST or wind speed (WS) is biased, this can introduce biases on retrieved SSS [Yin et al., 2014]. We have evaluated these possible biases in Appendix A and show that they do not change significantly the SSS filtered signals shown in Table 1 and Figure 11.

The variations of filtered SMOS SSS follow those of TAO SSS with high correlation coefficients and close peak amplitudes at six locations where strong TIW signals are observed in the TAO SSS. The linear fits of the SMOS SSS and the OSTIA SST filtered signals are close to the corresponding fits of TAO SSS and SST filtered signals, i.e., around −0.20°C−1 for the 17 day signals and around −0.25°C−1 for the 33 day signals. Nevertheless, differences between satellite estimates of SSS in the top centimeter of the ocean and TAO SSS at 1 m depth may be partly due to vertical dynamics of the upper-ocean, air-sea flux, and data sampling.

From June to December 2010, the tropical Pacific was characterized by a strong La Niña. Together with OSTIA SST, the SMOS SSS provides a clear view of the 2-D longitude-latitude TIW structure of SSS, SST, and their relations in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean for the first time from space. The largest SMOS SSS and OSTIA SST TIW signals appear at around 2° N west of 110° W. They shift southward and cross the equator at 90° W following the northern SSS and SST meridional gradients all the way to the eastern boundary. An equatorially trapped band of negative correlations appears just north of the equator west of 100° W and
moves southward further east to cross the equator at 90°W, following the SSS and SST meridional gradients to the eastern boundary. In addition to the equatorial large correlation band, a band of negative correlations also exists around 8°N west of 110°W for the 33 day signals. Those signatures are related to TIWs and TIVs.

From June to December 2010, the westward propagation speed of SSS is between 0.6 and 1.5 m/s depending on latitude and dominant period of TIWs. The westward propagation speeds of SSS and SST 33 day signals at 2°N east of 110°W tend to accelerate after July 2010 and turn into latitudinal propagation after late August with meridional phase speeds of 0.5 m/s (Figures 8a, 8c, and 10). Acceleration of the westward propagation speeds and the propagation direction of 33 day signals changing in time from westward to poleward appeared also at the equator. Chelton et al. [2000] also noticed faster westward propagation signals in satellite microwave SST observations of TIWs in some seasons. The poleward propagation signals with opposite phase in SSS and SST extend further south than north in latitude, though they start around 2°N (Figure 10). These poleward propagation signals have similar meridional wave number and propagation speeds of 0.5 m/s (as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 10). This speed value is similar to the zonal westward one in 33 day propagating TIWs. We did not find poleward propagation signals in the 33 day filtered altimeter sea surface height signals (www.aviso.altimetry.fr) and OSCAR current signals for the

Figure 11. (a) Time series of SST anomalies in the NINO3 region (NINO3: 5°N–5°S and 90°W–150°W) from http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/sstoi.indices in 2010–2013, longitude-time Hovmöller diagram of (b–d) OSTIA SST, (e–g) SMOS SSS, and (h, i) Aquarius SSS signals at 2°N, and (j) SMOS SSS signals at the equator. Figures 11b and 11e correspond to 50d-HP signals. Figures 11c, 11f, 11h, and 11i) correspond to 33 day signals, whereas Figures 11d, 11g, 11i, and 11k correspond to 17 day signals. The SMOS SSS from 27 December 2010 to 11 January 2011 is missing due to instrumental failure of SMOS (blanks in Figures 11e–11g and 11j). The propagation speeds indicate by different types of lines in Figures 11f, 11g, 11i, and 11k. The vertical purple dash lines in Figures 11g and 11k correspond to 1 March, 1 June, and 1 December.
same period. There is no evidence for the change in westward speed or poleward propagation in the 17 day signals. The poleward propagation is rarely mentioned by previous studies.

The east-west contrasts (with a boundary at 135°W around 2°N) of the peak amplitudes in filtered SMOS SSS signals are stronger than those in filtered OSTIA SST signals from June to December 2010. One possible reason is that the OSTIA SST meridional gradient remains positive east and west of 135°W while the negative SMOS SSS meridional gradient sometimes changes to positive value, which weakens the amplitude of SMOS SSS filtered signals toward the west (Figure 12).

The TIW signals in the SMOS SSS from June 2010 to May 2013 have approximate peak amplitudes of 0.5. Westward propagations of SMOS SSS and OSTIA SST signals appear west of 90°W seasonally and the intensity of the waves is much stronger during La Niña conditions than during non-La Niña conditions. The amplitudes and extents of SSS and SST signals decrease year by year from 2010 to 2013. West of 110°W, the dominant westward propagation speed of 17 day SSS TIWs in the second half of the year at the equator decreases from 1.5 to 0.6 m/s associated with the transition from a strong La Niña to non-La Niña conditions. Our study suggests that the 1 m/s dominant speed of the TIWs near the equator reported by Lee et al. [2012] was specifically associated with a moderate La Niña condition during the period of that study. On the other hand, the dominant westward propagation speed in the second half of the year does not change for the 17 day signals at 2°N and 33 day signals at both the equator and 2°N west of 110°W. From 2010 to 2013, the 33 day SMOS SSS signals are stronger at 2°N than at the equator; on the contrary, the 17 day signals remain stronger at the equator than at 2°N. There are several possible reasons for the decrease in the westward propagation speed of 17 day SSS TIWs at the equator. The phase speed of the growing wave is much larger than the decaying wave [Jochum et al., 2004]. It also suggests that higher TIW speeds are for periods of stronger upwelling [Caltabiano et al., 2005] and of the more intense South Equatorial Current [Masina and Philander, 1999]. In addition, the change in the phase speed depends on the properties of the most unstable barotropic or baroclinic processes [Jochum et al., 2004].

The SMOS satellite mission provide an unprecedented and successful space-borne observation of the SSS from 2010 to 2013 allowing the study of the SSS variations associated with TIWs during strong, moderate, and non-La Niña years. The synoptic coverage of SMOS SSS complements in situ salinity observations by ARGO floats and TAO moorings in resolving TIWs and TIVs. The results presented here facilitate studies of TIWs using space-based SMOS SSS and provide confidence in using SMOS SSS to constrain models and to assimilate SMOS SSS into models.

**Appendix A: Possible Artificial Signals of SSS Anomaly in the SMOS Retrieval**

The objective of this appendix is to quantify the possible erroneous SSS signals in the SMOS retrieval process. The SST used in the SMOS SSS retrievals is taken from European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Meteorological Archival and Retrieval System (MARS) archive which uses OSTIA SST. Although there are noticeable differences between the OSTIA SST and the SST from daily AVHRR-based Optimal Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature [Reynolds et al., 2007], the SSS filtered signals shown in Figure 11 are not artificial signatures in the SMOS SSS retrievals due to discrepancies between the two SST.

![Figure 12. Longitude-time Hovmöller diagram of meridional gradients of (a) SSS and (b) SST at 2°N from June to December 2010.](image-url)
We compare the SMOS SSS currently retrieved using OSTIA SST with the ones that would have been retrieved using the Reynolds SST product (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sst/) that is used in the Aquarius retrieval. The 33 day signals of differences between OSTIA and Reynolds SST at 2°N are <0.5°C in

**Figure A1.** Longitude-time Hovmöller diagram of filtered signals of differences between the OSTIA and the Reynolds SST at 2°N. The left and right columns correspond to 33 and 17 day signals.

**Figure A2.** Same as A1 except for the estimated SSS differences due to differences between OSTIA and Reynolds SST in the retrievals using the dielectric model (Klein and Swift, 1977) implemented in the ESA L2OS processor.
The magnitude (Figure A1, left). SSS differences due to differences between OSTIA and Reynolds SST in the retrievals are estimated using the dielectric model [Klein and Swift, 1977] implemented in the ESA level 2 ocean salinity (L2OS) processor. The 33 day signals of estimated SSS differences due to differences in SST are shown in Figure A3. Same as A1 except for differences between SMOS retrieved WS and SSMIS WS. The SMOS SSS from 27 December 2010 to 11 January 2011 is missing due to instrumental failure of SMOS (blanks).

Figure A4. Same as A1 except for the estimated SSS differences due to differences between SMOS retrieved WS and SSMIS WS in the retrievals using the roughness model [Yin et al., 2012b] implemented in the ESA L2OS processor. The SMOS SSS from 27 December 2010 to 11 January 2011 is missing due to instrumental failure of SMOS (blanks).
are <0.03 in magnitude (Figure A2, left), which is much less than what is observed in SMOS SSS (Table 1). The 17 day signals of differences between the OSTIA and the Reynolds SST at 2°N are <1°C in magnitude (Figure A1, right). The 17 day signals of estimated SSS differences due to differences in SST are <0.05 in magnitude (Figure A2, right), which is also much less than what is observed in SMOS SSS (Table 1).

The wind speed (WS) provided by the ECMWF is used as the first guess to initialize the retrieval process of SMOS SSS in order to correct for surface roughness effect on brightness temperature (TB). There are systematic inconsistencies between the atmospheric WS modeled using ECMWF and the WS sensed by radiometers like the Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS). The inconsistencies of WS are reduced by the SMOS retrieval scheme but they still lead to residual biases in the SMOS SSS (Yin et al., 2014). However, there is no evidence of westward propagations in the estimated SSS differences due to differences in WS. The differences in 33 day signals between the SMOS retrieved WS and the SSMIS WS at 2°N are <0.5 m/s in magnitude (Figure A3, left). SSS differences due to differences between SMOS retrieved WS and SSMIS WS in the retrievals are estimated using the roughness model (Yin et al., 2012b) implemented in the ESA L2OS processor. The differences in 33 day SSS due to differences in WS are <0.2 in magnitude (Figure A4, left). The 17 day differences between the SMOS retrieved WS and the SSMIS WS at 2°N are <1 m/s in magnitude (Figure A3, right). The differences in 17 day SSS due to differences in WS are <0.4 (Figure A4, right). However, there is no evidence of westward propagation in the estimated SSS differences due to differences in WS, which is different from the westward signals observed by SMOS SSS.
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